
SOUR RESEARCH MEMORANDUM 

From: Bruno Witte and Walter Roberts
Subject: Broadened Ha Absorption Lines Spectra, lit May 19 £l

5

8 September 19f£L

10 Witte and Roberts have discussed the very interesting observations
made at Sacramento Peak of the solar disk in the vicinity of a flare on 
lit May 1951» On these spectrograms are seen an absorption at 1)3 of 
helium, and considerably broadened absorption in Hs*

2o Either side of the broadest parts of the broadened absorption line
the line appears to be filled  in somewhat by emission0 Visual inspection 
of the plate suggests to Roberts that the integrated absorption over the 
densest parts of the Ha line is greater than the integrated absorption 
over the normal Ha line, but this may be deceptive. No microdensitometer 
tracings have been made at Boulder0

3o Witte made a reasonably careful search of the available literature
here in Boulder to see i f  there is any discussion of the Ha absorption 
phenomena available. The search was relatively fruitless. However, in 
a paper by Ellison (Mo N« 109, 111, 191*9) there is a report which refers 
to the fact that an observer "commonly records" large 'Doppler displace
ments in Ha absorption lines. We found no detailed discussion c f this, 
however. Kohler and Dodson have also verbally mentioned frequently 
the large Doppler effects in the "high speed darks" -  the lit t le  dark 
surges near flares.

!|0 We suggest that someone in Menzel3s group, vdth better reference
material available, might be able to follow up further on this. We also 
suggest that the plate be sent to Cambridge for seme microdensitometer 
tracings, or other work i f  Menzel thinks it  worthwhile*

New spectra of this phenomenon would also be very interesting, and 
the observers at S.P-., whose equipment is best adapted to the try are 
working on it  „

END OF MEMO


